
Our growing company is looking for a manager, commercial banking. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for manager, commercial banking

Manage and maintain effective and standard operational processes for all
aspects of GSE servicing in support and partnership with line of business
teams and GSEs
Build a team to deliver a comprehensive control program in collaboration
with WLS risk and controls team that will enable Wholesale Insurance
Servicing to operate in compliance with all policies and regulations which
govern GSE activities
Lead and manage team responsible for GSE processing and related quality
control
Assess current state operations and processes to understand procedures,
information flows and handoffs, decisions and communication pathway
Continually review processes and procedures for effectiveness in complying
with GSE servicing standards and drive changes where appropriate
Facilitate end to end reviews and deep dives as appropriate
Monitor vendor and/or system generated reports and other data, analyze
results, determine impacts and report/escalate as appropriate
Develop comprehensive GSE metrics reporting
Maintain strong and collaborative working relationship with Audit,
Compliance, Risk, Legal and the Real Estate LOBs
Provide coaching and training to less experienced staff

Qualifications for manager, commercial banking

Example of Manager, Commercial Banking Job
Description
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best meet hiring needs, provide updates, ensure appropriate staffing, adjust
strategy to meet changing business priorities
Knowledge of financial services functions, operations and awareness of
regulatory and compliance environments will provide a definite advantage
Ability to independently identify issues, analyze problems and provide
recommendations for actionable solutions
Seven+ years experience leading and managing a content marketing program
and team with proven results designing content strategy delivered within
multiple channels and formats (print, digital, ) and executing innovative and
results-driven programs
Thorough knowledge of division and relation to industry
Experience managing a large scope and market with a complex portfolio
preferred


